These are the MIDI files of Reger's re-write of  Bach's 15 Two Part Inventions - they were published in 1903 and were intended to be played on the organ, that is, the exercise was undertaken to enable them to be played on an organ.

What Reger did was to place the original LH piano part in the pedal stave unaltered - ( the RH part is also unaltered from the original - so when playing these files if you wish to play Bach's version simply mute the middle track, which contains Reger's rewrite for the LH

I have to say that playing these on an organ is extremely demanding because the pedal part requires some pretty fancy footwork - and it is clear that Reger was no mean organist

I have produced two versions of each file - the file names which end in 'W'  are set  as WIND ensembles playing Flute Oboe and Bassoon - this for those unfamiliar with Midi, or for those who do not have a player able to reset the voices.  These files will play in Winamp, MS Media Player,Cakewalk, Cubasis , Orchestra Plus, etc.

The Tempos are set as most pianists would play them ( Bach did not usually specify tempo's anyway )

I enclose the flyleaf of the published manuscript which is in German - unfortunately I have passed this on to several people who offered to translate it ( one was a teacher of German at our local school ) but all either failed to translate it, or found something more interesting to do - I begin to wonder if it is the same kind of problem that my son ran into when teaching music theory to his Norwegian pupils e.g.  In English SHARP  FLAT  and NATURAL each have a meaning in English quite different to what they mean in Music.  At the time I am speaking of although my son knew what these words were in Norwegian - he did not know the Norwegian equivalent words for their musical meanings. So I wondered whether the people to whom I gave this piece of German text to ( who were not musicians ) got stuck when the context was musical, and were too embarrassed to say they were unable to translate !

These Midi files were generated in Cakewalk by taking the manuscripts and mousing the notes in position on the staves - the dynamics are produced by using the normal Midi codes for Volume ,expression, velocity, pan etc.

Have fun

Regards 

John Briggs

